Bringing your drinking water back to life
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In the industrialized world, “healthy” or energetically charged water is a rarity. Municipally supplied
drinking water is exposed to the detrimental effects of straight line water pipes, high pressure processing
and chemical treatments. Tap water is not allowed to move in its naturally winding way thereby causing
loss of life force. In contrast, water in the natural world moves in a spiraling fashion. Water flowing in a
natural meandering river system swirls and eddies, never following a straight path. Even rain drops fall in
a subtly spiraling motion. This spiraling motion allows water and all life forms to become energetically
charged enabling life on this planet to exist and renew itself.

The Original Vortex Water Energizer™
The Vortex Energizer is a spiraling device made of copper tubing filled with a specially prepared quantity
of “living,” or highly energized water, prepared using an innovative new process called “implosion.” While
the implosion process is new to technology it is actually as ancient as the Universe. Implosion is one of
the fundamental processes behind nature. Unlike “explosion” which consumes and releases energy just
once, implosion attracts and constantly renews energy endless and freely – thus “free energy” is created.
Because of the special water it contains and its spiral shape, the Vortex Energizer acts as an antenna
and amplifier taking its energy directly from the Quantum Sea of Energy (also called the Ether), the subtle
form of energy which is all around us. This means that no electrical power supply or other consumable is
required for its use. Placing the Vortex Energiz er beside ordinary 'lifeless' water will cause it to become
charged and healthy once again. But can this energetic repatterning be stored in drinking water?
In addition to taking on vibrational information, water also has memory. The "messages from water"
phenomenon is attributed to water molecules grouping together to form clusters. These clusters are very
sensitive to energetic influences – good and bad. In this way water acts as a recorder and transmitter of
information. Independent research has shown that water can store information and pick up negative as
well as positive energetic imprints by way of vibrational transfer – similar to how one tuning fork will take
on the same vibration of another tuning fork without being struck. Lifeless tap water carries the negative
energetic imprints from chemicals, fertilizers, pesticides and sterilizers even after physical removal of
such substances by conventional filters or treatments sapping the energy field of living organisms. The
same tap water, revived with the Vortex Energizer, enhances and raises their overall energy field. This
has been found to stimulate any organism's self-healing ability.
When attached to the domestic water inlet pipe, the Vortex Energizer energizes ALL the water in the
house - instantly and constantly. There are no further maintenance requirements or costs. Direct contact
with water is not necessary as the energy is transferred by way of vibration – just like the tuning fork
example, so no plumbing connections, or new pipelines are required.
What are the effects when a Vortex Energizer is placed in the home?
o
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clarity of the water improves, tap water regains a natural ‘spring water’ quality and taste
the taste and smell of chlorine is much reduced or even eliminated
water becomes less hard, lime scale and rust deposits become soft and disappear
bathing in energized water is a reviving experience leaving skin supple and soft
fresh foods and cut flowers last longer and plants and animals thrive with energizer water
To inquire further or to order The Original Vortex Water Energizer™ visit
www.earthHeal.com or contact eric@earthHeal.com 519.924.1040

